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By ROB ROWLAND
With John F. Basset’s production of Face 

Off which premiered at the Carleton last week 
the Canadian film industry has become a 
diamond in the rough. The skin flicks 
previously supported by the Canadian Film 
Development Corporation were simply dull 
pieces of rock. Face Off has taken the jump to 
becoming a good film, but like a raw 
diamond, the Canadian productions still need 
to be shaped into a gem.

Despite its theme, jock meets hippie, jock 
falls in love with hippie, it is no exploitive 
Strawberry Statement or mushy Love Story. 
Instead Face Off attempts to put in some 
perspective the conflict between the two 
cultures of a hockey player and a hippie. It 
succeeds in the end but after a lot of trouble. 
It is the first third of Face Off that leaves the 
viewer rather confused. In the latter two 
thirds "of the picture the plot and characters 
do fill out.

The lack of character development in the 
first portion of Face Off is very evident. Art 
Kindle as superstar Billy Duke is a jock, a 
cocky kid coming into the National Hockey 
league; Trudy Young as Sheri Lee Nelson, a 
folk singer, is a groovy, hippy chick, John 
Vernon is an uptight professional coach. 
Austin Willis as Leaf’s owner Graydon Hunter 
is mercenary — all are stereotypes. The 
characters do change from types to people 
later in the film but in the case of the two lead 
characters it is almost too late before the 
audience finds out that Sheri’s neurotic 
behaviour comes from childhood problems 
and begins to suspect that Billy’s anger came 
from the loss of his father at age eleven. John 
Vernon turns coach Fred Wares from a 
typical Knut Rock ne into a desperate man 
trying to hold on to his job and his alcoholic 
wife. Most representative of the change in the 
film is the performance of George Arm
strong. In the beginning the “George Arm
strong’’ character comes on as a phony, 
talking like a philosopher; at the conclusion

“George Armstrong” is different and more 
believable as Billy Duke’s older roommate 
who tried to help the kid.

The main theme, the conflict between the 
two life-styles, one the professional hockey 
player; the other the hippie folksinger does 
not succeed in its message. There is still a 
trace of the stereotype. That Billy Duke has 
had no contact with hippie philosophy and 
that Sheri knows nothing of hockey seems 
unlikely.

A film examining the conflict between the 
authoritarian athletic life and the peace and 
love hippie philosophy is very pertinent 
today. It would have come off better if writers 
George Robertson and Scott Young had been 
able to fill out the characters in the beginning 
and make them a little more believable as boy 
who chose the athletic style or a girl who 
chose the life of a folksinger rather than 
trapped types. The choice is there today, and 
athletes know it. Few are being trapped into 
their life style.

Technically the film is almost flawless in 
camera and sound work, it is beside the best 
European or Hollywood movie. Bassett made 
the film with an all Canadian crew and this 
speaks well for the future of the Canadian 
film making. The symbolic technique of 
showing such arenas as the Detroit Olympia 
or the Los Angeles Forum in the twilight 
bring them magnificently out as temples of 
the sport and make the early philosophizing of 
the characters next to useless. The familiar 
Carleton and Yorkville scenes are done well.

All in all Face Off is a very good and very 
enjoyable film. Once the stilted beginning is 
over the audience can sit back, relax and 
enjoy it.

John F. Bassett has six more pictures 
waiting in the wings. If Face Off was a 
diamond in the rough, then the future ones, 
given the experience gained from this one will 
be gems and give Canada a movie industry it 
can be proud of.
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Trudy Young, as Sherri Lee Nelson, makes her singing debut in Face Off.

RECRUITING NOTICE
Check Monday's 
Excalibur regularly for 
Placement, Recruiting 
Interviews and other 
related ads.

O'KEEFE CENTRE
Front & Yonge 363-6633

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

BACK
FOR

4 SHOWSAt York Nov. 30 ONLY
This is the 

phenomenal rock 
dance spectacular 
which sold out all 

over North America
"Tommy represents an 
exciting stage in modern 
ballet... revolutionary 
and authentic ...It is well 
worth seeing, whether 
you are 10 or 65."

Globe & Moil

Nov. 25, 26 (8:30 p.m.) 
Nov. 27 (7 & 10 p.m.)
Tickets: $3.50, $4.50, 

$5.50, $6.50

We mean it.
Even if you have no idea of coming with us, 

sign up for an interview.
Come in and rehearse.
Do it on a company whose very life depends 

on its ability to come face to face with strangers.
You won’t waste our time. We have a number 

of surprises about the insurance business in general 
and ours in particular. So if there’s a latent res
ponse in you, we’re confident we can trigger it. 
Besides, we’re perfectly willing to take the risk.

If you can’t make an interview, take a look at

"How to separate yourself from the herd.” An 
eight page booklet on 
on your terms. What to do about nervousness. 
About money. How to turn an interview around. 
When to get up and walk out. Things like that.

Our booklet is tucked into the 
ment Opportunities Handbook. The handbook 
is yours for the asking at the placement office.

"How to separate yourself from the herd 
won’t change the world for you.

But it just might help.

how to go to an interview

Employ-new
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